
 
 

 
 

 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 

Wildlife Journal 
 

For the month of September, Two Thousand and Fourteen 
     
 Temperature       Rainfall Recorded 
 Average minimum:  17,1˚C  (62,7˚F)                For the month:  2,4 mm 
 Average maximum: 31,3˚C (88,3˚F)                           For the year to date:  502,6 mm 
 Minimum recorded: 12,1˚C (53,7˚F)                 
 Maximum recorded: 38,7˚C  (101,6˚F)                
 
 
Crackerjack sightings are the bonus of the hot dry weather we're experiencing. Some of the highlights that have 
had our safari-goers on the edge of their seats include a mother cheetah with her three young cubs, a majestic 
herd of sable quenching their thirst, about fifty normally evasive eland mingling at a pan with buffaloes and 
hartebeest as well as a caracal darting for cover. On the water a split second sighting of a young otter caused 
much excitement, as did the female leopard that guests spotted relaxing on the banks of the dam. Thanks to the 
short dry grass, guided walks in the wild have been possible, and these are always a revelation. 
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World Rhino Day: 22 September 2014 
 
As the first rays of light lit the landscape on World Rhino Day we chose to explore an area that our well-
protected rhinos seem to prefer. We were hugely rewarded with the very first sighting of the drive being a family 
of six white rhinos (Ceratotherium simum) that were just waking up from their night's rest in an open grassy area. 
 
Elsewhere around the world countries were hosting World Rhino Day events to highlight the rhino poaching 
crisis that is taking place elsewhere in Africa. In Asia rhino horn is regarded as a status symbol and is incorrectly 
believed to have medicinal value. Global events concentrated on how to effectively protect rhino populations, 
break criminal networks, bridge stronger cooperation across borders, boost rhino numbers and benefit 
communities to play a role in rhino conservation. 
 

One event that's 
particularly close to 
our hearts was the 
launch of a book 
called Chizi's Tale. It's 
a based-on-fact story 
of a lost and 
subsequently hurt and 
abandoned baby black 
rhino that is rescued 
and hand-raised by a 
Zimbabwean family, 
until it can be released 
back into the wild. It is 
a heart-warming and 
engaging children's 

 
  
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
  



story that's illustrated with the most beautiful detailed scenes - and 100% of the proceeds from it go to TUSK to 
help worldwide anti-poaching work. I've added it to my amazon.com Christmas shopping trolley for a couple of 
young conservationists-in-the-making! 
 
 
A hyena den-site on our doorstep 
 
For reasons unknown a wily old hyena mother has chosen a den-site right on the side of the road we use most 
often when departing and returning to the lodge for game drives. This has allowed us to witness the most 
intimate behaviour that began with the once-in-a-lifetime observation of the mother actually giving birth to her 
two cubs one evening, four weeks ago. It's also had us gripped with fear as we've seen, on separate occasions, 
a lion and a leopard lurking menacingly about the den. Predators of different species often try to kill cubs in order 
to eliminate future competition for territory and prey. Fortunately this hyena mother has defended her cubs, and 
called for backup from her clan when needed. In the photo below you can see she has a horrible snare scar on 
her neck - testament to her ability of being able to survive the most vicious situations.  
  
I've been captivated by the behaviour of what are most likely to be the mother's now adolescent cubs from a 
previous litter. Once they were allowed to approach the den-site they literally hopped and jumped with 
excitement at the joy of meeting their little bear-like siblings. The mother wouldn't allow them to touch her babies 
initially, and they would whine and vocalise in the most extraordinary way - it sounded to me most like those 
underwater recordings you hear of whales 'singing'.  
 
Although spotted hyenas (Crocuta crocuta) look more 'dog-like' they belong to the suborder Feloidea within the 
order Carnivora that consists of 'cat-like' carnivores, and because of this we call the dark chocolate brown 
youngsters cubs rather than pups. 
 
In the series of photos that follow you can see how the mother gently holds and carries a cub in her jaws - jaws 
that are reputed to be the most powerful of all mammals. The cubs are extremely curious, but are not allowed to 
stray too far from the entrance to the den-site at the base of a rocky outcrop, and there is always an adult right 
next to them for protection. 
  



  



 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
Game viewing from our photographic hide 
 
We have a couple of sunken photographic hides at various pans on the property, but the most popular in the last 
month has been the one at Whata Pan. It has windows that open up on to the water at chest level, a comfortable 
bench seat and even an en-suite flush toilet - all you need to spend a couple of patient hours waiting for the 
game to come to you. It has been our most popular guest activity in the last month - and will continue to deliver 
up close and personal encounters over the next couple of dry months as it is the only pan for a vast area, and 
attracts a lot of activity.  
 
There are some funny stories that revolve around this viewing hide - like the time when guests were unable to 
proceed inside due to a huge male lion taking a nap at the hide's door! On another occasion a crash of white 
rhinos were startled off from the pan by the roar of a lion as he proclaimed the watering hole his own.  It's not 
uncommon to see rhinos, warthogs, zebras and impalas but it's the elephants that make the most of it by 
drinking and splashing about - sometimes spraying the guests inside the hide with mud as they squirt the cooling 
balm from their trunks. The following photos are all taken at Whata Pan and begin with the flightiest visitors: blue 
waxbills, red-billed queleas and an angelic host of Cape turtledoves and laughing doves. 
  



  



  

The hide offers the most amazing opportunities to 
observe animals that are usually shy of human 
presence. They are unaware and unsuspecting that 
we are hidden in a 'hole', and as long as you wear 
dark colours, are silent and have your camera on 
quiet mode you will go undetected. 
 
A family of warthogs trotted in with great speed and 
enthusiasm and were the noisiest visitors by far, 
signalling their arrival with a fanfare of snorks, 
snorts and grunts. 
 
An animal that I've never been able to get a good 
photograph of before, until now, is the southern 
reedbuck (Redunca arundinum). Only the males 
have horns and they hold a territory in order to gain 
mating rights. They have a surprisingly short 
lifespan - an average of 4 to 5 years in the wild. 
Reedbuck live in wet vlei and grassland areas 
where there is permanent water, and they prefer to 
drink several times per day, being most active at 
night. 
 
A definite 'pecking order' exists at the water, with the 
larger herbivores having the most sway. We 
watched as a lone white rhino drank his fill while a 
dazzle of zebras waited their turn. No sooner had 
they got to the water's edge than a herd of impala 
gathered in the background. All the impala ewes 
were being chaperoned by a protective ram who 
made sure they were safe before he took his place 
next to a female who was drinking and getting her 
ear cleaned at the same time by an ambitious 
oxpecker.  



  



  

But the major-domo of the waterhole is undoubtedly the elephant. Elephants come barging in to the water and 
drinkers who don't flee fast enough get ear-flapped, trunk-swatted and splashed before the mammoths calm 
down, cool off and slurp about four litres of water into their trunks per 'sip' to transfer to their mouths. 
 



  



  

Photo by Phillip Warth 

It's very tempting to use your biggest lens 
for close-ups in the hide, but a good tip for 
all occasions is to use every lens you have 
to photograph a scene. In the above shot I 
changed to a wide angle and it resulted in 
my favourite image of the afternoon. The 
wide angle gave a 'sense of scene' and 
gave a realistic rendition of just how close to 
me the tusk tips and twisting trunk were. 
 
The hour before sunset is called the 'golden 
hour' because of the rich warm light the sun 
casts across the landscape, and for a few 
moments within that hour the bushveld 
looks like it's on fire. We were lucky to have 
these two white rhinos drinking at the time 
the 'firelight' crept past, turning the 
background amber and the water green. 
 
No sooner had the white rhinos finished 
drinking and the sun set when we heard a 
huffing and puffing sound behind us. To our 
delight a trio of black rhinos emerged from 
the gloom and came to investigate us. We 
sat perfectly still as black rhinos are 
notoriously reactive and can be very 
dangerous as a result, but they realised we 
were no threat and guest Phillip Warth 
managed to capture this beautiful low-light 
record of the encounter. 
 



But the most extraordinary moment captured during the month goes to guest Charles Lenhoff who witnessed 
this male leopard coming to drink during the daylight hours. Your patience will always be rewarded at a 
waterhole, but this was an extremely lucky encounter. 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

The sweet smell of success 
 
Pack your anti-histamines if you're a hay fever sufferer because now's the time when a riot of pollen and 
fragrance fill the air. Droves of flies, bees and butterflies are being attracted to each flower's signature perfume, 
nectar, colour and shape. We're delighting in the first of the blossoms and so are the insects that pick up the 
pollen on their wings and body hairs and inadvertently let it mix and mingle with the pollen of the next flower they 
visit. This process fertilizes the flowers and creates seeds.  
 
The four winged seeds in 
the first photo are a give-
away sign that the 
blossoms are those of a 
Combretum tree. 
Common gardenia 
(Gardenia volkensii) 
flowers open as creamy 
white whirls and fade to a 
buttery yellow. This 
colour change correlates 
to changes in pollen and 
nectar availability, 
attracting different 
pollinators.  
 
Leading the 
charge and 
sending out 
their flowers 
well before 
any sign of 
leaves are the 
knob thorn 
trees (Acacia 
nigrescens)  

Photo by Charles Lenhoff  



 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 

that you see in the third photo, 
while the pod mahogany 
(Afzelia quanzensis) is one of 
the first to show new green 
leaves and only sends out its 
flowers later in summer. 
 
The above shaving-brush 
combretums (Combretum  
mossambicense) are putting on 
such a display with their white 
clusters like old-fashioned 
shaving brushes, and the fish 
eagle perched above them 
looked like he was all lathered 
up and ready with his white 
neck and facial feathers! 
 
You know that lovely fragrance 
you get when you walk into a 
high-street body product shop? 
Well, that has nothing on the 
divine fragrance that filters 
through the air where the white 
and pastel pink blossoms of the 
Mozambique coffee (Coffea 
racemosa) are in bloom. It is 
quite simply beyond description 
and totally intoxicating. 
 
A grey-headed sparrow may be 
a rather drab looking little bird, 
but this one more than made up 
for it when feeding on the fiery 
flowers of this riverine flame 
creeper (Combretum 
microphyllum) that draped itself 
over a tree, giving the effect of 
the crown of the tree being 
licked by flames. 



No peace for the hunters 
 
Vultures were hanging heavy in 
the tall trees and large lion 
tracks littered the area. This 
meant only one thing - that 
there was a kill nearby. Soon 
enough we found the victim - a 
big buffalo bull lying dead but 
uneaten. Where were the lions 
that had killed it? We managed 
to locate one after some time, 
perfectly camouflaged in the 
dry scrub, relaxing in a sliver of 
shade a distance away. He sat 
up, staring at us directly, then 
looked up at the distant vultures 
with irritation. He got up, walked 
towards them and the kill, but 
then seemed to change his 
mind. He moved about with 
unsettled annoyance as the 
vultures were now descending 

onto his huge meal. He 
backtracked, walked towards a 
pan, disappeared beyond a ridge 
and there we found him again 
reunited with his brother. Both 
were full from a previous kill and 
looked hot, tired and bothered. 
They spent the rest of the 
morning trying to sleep, even 
though a herd of buffalo were 
milling around, probably wanting 
to drink at the pan. 
 
It is most unusual for lions to 
abandon a kill, and we can only 
surmise that these two brothers 
were disturbed by something else 
in the area or were suffering from 
some sort of meat hangover and 
were just not bothered enough to 
defend their kill from scavengers.  
 
By that afternoon the vultures had 
torn into the carcass and were 
making quick work of it, but then a 
clan of hyenas sniffed out the 
bounty and claimed it as their own. 
They spent the next couple of 
days feeding on the spoils and 
when we checked the scene two 
mornings later all we found was a 
rack of gnawed rib bones 
attached to the spine, the skull 
and the impenetrable (except to a 
species of moth) horns.  



Celebrating their good fortune were some of the hyenas drinking, swimming and playing at the nearby pan, long 
after the lions had left the area. 
 
 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

Census in progress 

The last week of September each year is the time for our annual aerial game census, the results of which inform 
our wildlife management team of the animal population increases, decreases or stability, and how best to 
manage them for a balanced ecosystem. Flying over the reserve is an exhilarating experience and gives you a 
bird's eye view of both the fauna and flora, especially how distinct the vegetation is in the different soil zones.  
The pilot flies to a specific grid pattern and at an altitude of 90 metres which makes it a fast and accurate method 
of game counting. Demarcated struts are attached to the sides of the door-less helicopter and the animals you 
spot and record are within the confines of the struts. When a herd is too big to count you 'fly off the grid' towards 
them for a closer and more accurate assessment, then fly back to the GPS point and resume the count. The 
results are then extrapolated by a specific method using a formula, and an estimate of the true population is 
gained.  
 
I joined the team for an afternoon, and during the two-hour flight we counted a large variety of species and 
individuals - the highlights being two cheetahs, an African wild cat, several elephants, black and white rhinos, 
herds of sable and eland and a group of waterbuck jumping over the small green vein of a drainage line. 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
  



 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 
"What an extraordinary experience of hospitality and the natural world!  

You have given us beautiful memories of Zimbabwe - unforgettable.  
Thanks to each of you for giving us so much of yourselves." 

 
John & Catherine Smith, Oregon 

 
 

Written and photographed by Jenny Hishin, unless otherwise indicated 
Singita Pamushana 

Malilangwe Wildlife Reserve 
Zimbabwe 

Thirtieth of September 2014 


